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1	 PROCEEDINGS 

2	 CLERK: Oyez, oyez, oyez, all persons having

3 business before the Honorable, the United States Court of

4 Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit are admonished

5 to draw near and give their attention for the Court is now

6 sitting. God save the United States and this honorable

7 Court. Be seated please.

8	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Welcome all to the

9 unveiling of the portrait of our colleague, the Honorable

10 Stephen F. Williams. Its a great pleasure for us to pay

11 tribute to our friend and colleague who has served the court

12 so ably. Judge Williams was appointed to the D.C. Circuit

13 by President Reagan in 1986. On September 30, 2001 he

14 assumed senior status. Before joining the bench, Judge

15 Williams was a professor of law at the University of

16 Colorado and had been a visiting professor at UCLA,

17 University of Chicago and Southern Methodist Universities

18 Schools of Law. Prior to teaching law, he was an Assistant

19 U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York. He was

20 in private practice in New York City and was a U.S. Army

21 Reserve Private E-2.

22	 On behalf of the Court, I'm pleased to welcome

23 Judge Williams and his family to this joyous occasion.

24 take pleasure in welcoming Judge Williams' wife, Faith, and

25 four of their five children, Susan, Jeffrey, Sarah and
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Nicholas. Tim, who is now in. Poland, felt he had already

done too much gallivanting and is coming home at Christmas

instead. Life being full of hard choices. While his other

family members here are really too numerous to name

individually, I do note that they span from age two, that

would be Jojo, Judge Williams' granddaughter, to just under

95, Ms. Margo Wilke, Judge Williams' mother-in-law. And,

our guests have traveled today from as far as Oxford,

England, Seattle, Washington and California to attend this

event.

We are also joined today by members of Judge

Williams' extended court family. Our colleagues on the

Court of Appeals and on the District Court, judges of other

courts. members of the bar, Judge Williams' former law

clerks and many friends. I particularly would like to

recognize and extend warm greetings to our distinguished

guests from the United States Supreme Court, our former

colleague Chief Justice John Roberts, the young man on my

right, and Justices Anthony and Scalia, Ruth Bader Ginsburg

and Clarence Thomas, all of our alumni, along with Justices

John Paul Stevens and Steven Bryer. We have enough to

create two panels out of justices. It's a privilege to have

you here today. I appreciate it.

We also welcome back to our bench two esteemed

former colleagues of ours, Patricia Wald and Kenneth Starr.
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1 We are very pleased to have you back among our ranks on this

2 special day. Before the unveiling of Judge Williams'

3 portrait there will be several tributes to the Judge. The

4 first speaker today is our own colleague The Honorable

5 Laurence H. Silberman. Judge Silberman has served on this

court since 1985, barely nosing out Judge Williams. He

assumed senior status in 2000. Judge Silberman.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: Chief Justice Roberts, Chief

Judge Ginsburg, members and colleagues of mine on the

Circuit, and distinguished visitors. Steve and I were

classmates and even members of the same social club at

Harvard Law School, yet we did not know each other. One of

my clerks suggested that was probably because he was always

in the library or at the law review where I was seldom in

the former and never in the latter.

During the presidential campaign of 1980, in which

I served as a policy advisor, I was asked to chair an

organization called lawyers and law professors for Reagan.

It was a paper organization. All I did was publish an ad

with the members names, assuring the public that we had

confidence that Governor Reagan if he became president would

choose blended judges. I solicited such objective,

disinterested law professors as Bob Rorke, Leo Scalia,

Charles Fried, Dick Posner and Ralph Leonard. all of whom

knew from my prior government service. I didn't know Steve
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despite his distinguished career teaching administrative law

at the University of Colorado where visiting students most

notably at that hot bed of law in economics from the

University of Chicago. That was probably because he

specialized in oil and gas law. I had a mental block

against that subject after some very unfortunate

investments.

So, he was not included in the Regs gallery and

when Steve's name was suggested several times by the Reagan

administration judge pickers and I was asked about my

classmate, I could not vouch for him. I want to make up for

that today. The Justice Department was a bit nervous about

Steve, and with good reason. He appeared superficially to

be one of those crunchy academics who were the bane of the

Reagan administration. Have you ever seen him in his winter

costumes?

He was nominated first for the Tenth Circuit and

immediately ran into trouble with one home state Senator,

Bill Armstrong. Armstrong discovered that Steve and his

wife had attended a candlelight protest against the Vietnam

war. Now, Faith and Steve had a mixed marriage; the kind

that seems and rarer and rarer today. Faith is a Quaker

pacifist whose political views are far to the left of Steve.

I'm sure it was Faith who led Steve to that protest.

Because I have never detected any reluctance on his part to

6
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support the use of force, at least against people. Animals,

as many of you know, are a different category. Steve would

turn legal cartwheels to support anyone protesting the

mistreatment of animals. He has on occasion accused me of

having a soft spot for organized labor. I responded, at

least union members are Homo sapiens.

Senator Armstrong ironically was Steve's great

benefactor. His opposition lead the White House to switch

Steve from the Tenth to the D.C. Circuit, which as an

administrator law professor he preferred. When a number of

us heard that an oil and gas expert was coming, we were

delighted. The FERC cases would have a home. But one of my

then colleagues, who shall remain unnamed, learning about

the Armstrong opposition would go through trouble. I admit

I was shook the first time he was to sit with me. I

received a memo from Steve directed to one of our cases. We

typically do not express our views on a case to each other

before argument, so this was unusual. But that was not the

problem. The problem was the memo was a poem. I had no

idea how it belonged in the case. Truthfully, I didn't even

understand the poem.

Well, it turned out that we were quite compatible

as judges and as a bonus we became good friends. Keep

assured, we did not always agree. I thought Steve's love

for and profound understanding of economics sometimes led
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1 him, often in conjunction with our Chief Judge, to challenge

2 agency action that clearly exceeded our scope of review. I

3 accused them both of believing Wealth of Nations was

4 Appendix A to our Constitution. And, if there was any way

5 to include an equation in Steven's opinion, he would seize

6 the opportunity.

7	 His colleague in crime, a chief judge, once in

8 exasperation told me that I understood economics about as

9 well as anyone my age. What really hurt was he apparently

10 thought of Steve as much younger. Some economists,

11 particularly the Chicago school, have expressed doubts that

12 cartels are self-sustaining. In his judicial career, Steve

13 has contributed empirical evidence to support that

14 proposition. As you know, circuit judges have episodically

15 sought to self-regulate their clerk hiring practices. At

16 one point, we all agreed to a 9:00 a.m., April 1st deadline

17 to make offers. I called a young man at precisely that time

18 to make him an offer. He told me he had already accepted an

19 offer from my friend, classmate and colleague, Judge

20 Williams. I was befuddled. He explained that Steve had

21 called him the night before and offered the promise to make

22 him an offer the next day, if he would promise then to

23 accept the offer untendered. That's not all. Another time

24 when applications came in over the holidays and I set up an

25 interview a particular promising candidate after New Year's,
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1 I found that Steve had preempted me by summoning to a

2 conclusive interview on Christmas Day. He has not shown any

3 deterioration in his zeal. We are now operating under an

4 agreement whereby we will not interview clerk applicants

5 until September 21. I am told Steve started interviewing at

6 6:30 in the morning.

	

7	 His love for economics aside, no one could ever

8 question the dedication, thoughtfulness and extraordinary

9 analytical power Steve brought to his cases, and not just

10 his cases. He takes care to read almost all circulating

11 opinions and will often unselfishly tender useful comments

12 to all of us. Geez, I meant that to be serious.

	

13	 Moreover, his writing on his own opinions has

14 always been clear and distinctively in his voice. It has

15 been rather annoying, however, when lost in the intricacies

16 of an opinion or a memo he would impatiently call me to ask

17 my reaction to his draft, which typically had not yet been

18 sent. Once he did it from a draft not even finished; it was

19 still lodged in his head. But, I got even with him big

20 time. Once I trumped his beloved cost benefit reasoning.

21 He needed a hip replacement and Faith was quite flustered to

22 having to drive him to the hospital at 6 o'clock in the

23 morning. So, I drove both of them. He was prepped for the

24 operation and as they were rolling him down to the operating

25 room, he turned to Faith and to me to say vaguely if the
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1 operation sent very wrong he did not want any heroic

2 measures taken. I responded, if you come out a vegetable we

3 will keep you alive for as long as possible. Faith gets

4 your pay while you live and the cost of treatment borne by

5 society. And, I will get your vote. Thank you.

	

6	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Our next speaker is another

7 of our colleagues, The Honorable David S. Tatel. Judge

8 Tatel has been a member of the Court since 1996.

	

9	 JUDGE TATEL: Chief Justice Roberts and Justices

10 of the Supreme Court, my Court of Appeals and District Court

11 colleagues, Judge Williams, Faith, ladies and gentlemen. I,

12 or as some of you might wonder. as a judge who is sometimes

13 called one of this court's more "liberal members" speaking

14 on behalf of a judge who is sometimes called one of the

15 court's more "conservative members." The answer is simple.

16 Such labels bandied about by politicians and journalists

17 alike reveal a serious lack of understanding about the

18 nature of judging and the quality of the relationships we

19 enjoy on this court. I am honored to speak here today to

20 celebrate the still evolving career of a superb federal

21 judge, my colleague and friend, Judge Stephen Williams.

	

22	 Not only do Judge Williams and I agree far more

23 often and disagree far less often than such meaningless

24 labels would suggest, but we have a great deal in common.

25 In the 1960's, we both worked for the area's committee for
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1

11

civil rights and the law; Steve in Mississippi, me in

Chicago. Faith and my wife Edie bonded from the outset over

their common concern for D.C. public school children. Steve

and I are the only members of this court who use

contractions in our opinions. We're also the only two who

swim regularly at the YWCA. Steve uses more contractions; I

swim there less.

Sitting with Judge Williams is always a pleasure.

HiS incisive mind and his deep understanding of the issues

before us contribute immensely to the quality of this

court's judging. From time to time, we do disagree, but

there is no one with whom I'd rather disagree. Steve

defends his positions tenaciously and respectfully and

gently, but always with an open mind to the views of others.

When we disagree, Steve challenges me to think far more

deeply about my own positions and to confer weaknesses that

might otherwise have gone unexamined. On occasion, his

reasoning has even changed my mind.

As all of his law clerks well know, the Judge

loves FERC cases. And, his colleagues especially appreciate

his willingness to write the opinions. In his years on this

Court, Steve has sat on over 200 FERC cases resulting in 133

reported opinions over half of which he wrote himself. To

be honest, I'm a little concerned about acknowledging this

in the presence of my colleagues. Because of Steve Williams
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1 I've actually become quite fond of FERC cases.

2	 This former law professor converts each case into

3 an intellectually challenging seminar on economics,

4 regulation and administrative law. If we received graduate

5 credit for sitting with Professor Williams, we'd all have

6 our LLM's by now. Despite Steve's fondness for dense

7 technical issues, his opinions are widely clear and engaging

8 often containing colorful references to Greek history and

9 mythology. Ulysses ties himself to the mast in an antitrust

10 case. Hapless youth enter the Minoan labyrinth that is the

11 clear act. Pericles of Athens raising on the

12 Constitutionality of barring the press from Dover Air Force

13 Base. And, of course, the ever patient Penelope, ravels and

14 unravels her shroud in both NFCC and a FERC opinion. Steve

15 also loves Shakespeare. Borrowing lines from As You Like

16 It, a FERC opinion, Macbeth, a First Amendment opinion, and

17 Julius Caesar, an FCC opinion.

18	 Steve's opinions revealed his fondness, as Judge

19 Silberman has mentioned, for animals. Appearing throughout

20 his opinions are dogs and cats, horses and elephants, rats

21 and frogs, gorillas, grasshoppers, ants, fleas, and birds of

22 all kinds. A lady bug and an ant even show up on the back

23 of today's program. The push-me-pull-you, a two-headed

24 animal, for those of you who may not know, shows up in both

25 an antitrust and a RICO opinion. All these animals come as
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1 no surprise to anyone who receives the Williams' tightly

edited holiday e-mail, which always includes news from Mr.

3 Pickles and Ms. Ruby, their two dogs. The push-me-pull-you

brings me to another lovely feature of the Williams opinion,

references so obscure that only with the advent of Google

6 and Wikipedia can one easily discover their meaning. Thanks

to Judge Williams it is now circuit law that "a federal

receivership is not Schrodinger's cat." So, who is

Schrodinger's cat? Erwin Schrodinger, an early 20th century

quantum physicist, designed a theoretical experiment in

which a cat is placed in a steel, chamber along with a vial

of hydrocyanic acid. Schrodinger's experiment demonstrates

the apparent conflict between what quantum theory tells us

is true about the nature and behavior of matter at the

microscopic level and what we observe to be true at the

macroscopic level. Should you wish to learn precisely how

quantum physics and Professor Schrodinger's poor cat

possibly relate to federal receiverships, the opinion is at

141 F.3d.

In another opinion, a criminal contempt

proceeding, Steve speaks of the parties' Derrida-like

efforts, referring, of course, to the French postmodern

deconstructionist philosopher Jacques Derrida. And, in the

opinion reviewing an FCC order, Steve harkens back to a bill

of attainder against the Earl of Kildare during the reign of
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1 Henry VIII.

2
	

My favorite, though, is Nixon v. United States.

3 Dismissing a claim against the U.S. Senate, Steve wrote "if

4 the Senate should ever be ready to abdicate its

5 responsibilities to school children or move by Caligula's

appointment of his horse as senator to an elephant from the

7 National Zoo, then the republic will have sunk to depths

8 from which no court can rescue it.

9
	

Writing graceful, well-reasoned opinions is

10 apparently not enough to keep Steve Williams busy. Much to

11 the consternation of those of us who have all we can do just

12 to get our opinions written on time, Steve regularly

13 publishes scholarly articles on a breathtaking range of

14 issues, gas regulation, interstate trade, water resources,

15 environmental risk, healthcare regulation, unconstitutional

16 conditions, statutory interpretation, takings, tort law,

17 public choice theory, law and economics, due process, the

18 list goes on and on.

19
	

And, if that weren't enough, for the past several

20 years, Steve has not only been learning Russian but has

21 written a book about the agrarian reform efforts of Pyotr

22 Stolypin, Czar Nicholas II's last prime minister. In this

23 soon to be published book, Legal Reform in an Illegal 

24 Regime, Steve uses Stolypin's efforts to explore whether

25 reforms voluntarily undertaken voluntocracy can spear the
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1 development of a liberal democracy. Now, I won't mislead

you, this book isn't Cold Mountain, but it's very

3 interesting and it's very, very Steve Williams. Who else

could have written this sentence, "the process can start

with a small group such as the barons who wrung promises

from King John at Runnymede, gradually sweeping in greater

portions of society as deals followed between Parliament and

king and the Hundred Years War and the Glorious Revolution

of 1688."

After years of reading Steve's opinions and many

of his articles, and discussing with him not just law but

also politics, foreign policy, history, literature and life,

am reminded of Edith Hamilton's lovely description of

Greek thought. The fundamental fact about the Greeks, she

wrote, was that he had to use his mind. The ancient priests

had said thus far in their folly, we set the limits on

thought. The Greeks said all things are to be examined or

called into question. There are no limits on thought. Like

the Greeks he's so fond of quoting, Steve Williams

recognizes no limits on thought. All things are to be

examined or called into question.

Let me conclude with this. In recent years, we

have been inundated with articles about judicial activism in

the role of ideology in the judicial process. Does Judge

Williams have an ideology? You bet he does. He has an
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1 abiding faith in human freedom and in the ability of

2 individuals who make wise decisions for themselves. Judge

3 Williams also believes that the legitimacy of judicial

4 decision falls from their faithfulness, the constitutional

5 and statutory text, the respect for precedent, and the

6 clarity and coherence of their reasoning. It is this

7 ideology that undergoes all of Judge Williams opinions

8 enriching both the work of this court and the development of

9 the law. So, my friend, we accept your portrait with

10 gratitude for two decades of superb service. We are

11 especially pleased that you are continuing to sit with us as

12 a senior judge, not just because we treasure your presence

13 on our court, but also because we all know that a portrait

14 even a portrait of Steve Williams cannot write FERC

15 opinions. Thank you.

16	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Judge Tatel.

17 Our next four speakers are former clerks of Judge Williams.

18 Our first being. Jonathan Zittrain who holds the chair of

19 internet governments and regulation of Oxford University and

20 is a principal of the Oxford Internet Institute, and the

21 Jack N. and William R. Burkeman visiting professor for

22 entrpreneurial legal studies at Harvard Law School where he

23 co-founded the Burkeman Center for Internet and Society.

24 Perhaps even more interesting though, Mr. Zittrain was the

25 first Williams chambers fish keeper. He was a legal story
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1 consultant to NBC's prime time show Ed and he's a Justice of

2 the Peace in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Thank you

3 for joining us today, Jonathan.

	

4	 MR. ZITTRAIN: Thank you. May it please the

5 court, fellow celebrants, Judge Williams, members of the

6 jury. I've been looking forward to saying a few words about

7 Judge Williams on the occasion of what he calls the hanging.

8 Then someone sent along some sample encomia from previous

9 portrait installations. This was possible because it turns

10 out that they're published in F.3d. I'm told that any

11 toasts of tonight's dinner will be placed into F.Supp. So,

12 be careful what you say. That is a pun, F.Supp.

	

13	 For those who read F.3d sequentially as it was

14 intended to be appreciated, I've had to limit my remarks to

15 those that might nicely compliment such Williams favorites

16 in case law as Coney Construction v. OSHA where a manhole

17 cover's diameter was unanimously affirmed to be too large.

18 Or, Carduci v. Regan which gives this circuit license to

19 independently discern the crucial reasoning that settles a

20 thorny case and then because neither party came to it to

21 dismiss the suit with a thinly veiled admonishment to the

22 lawyers to be less ignorant. A presence in F.3d raises the

23 question, what head notes will the dedicated staff at West

24 place at the top of this ceremony? Years from now, what

25 results will be returned for a win that natural language
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1 search on the letters SEW? I thought I would suggest three

2 possible head notes.

3	 Head note number one, love of ideas. Judge

4 Williams possesses a limitless spectrum of intellectual

5 curiosity. Those of us with sketch or bandwidth marvel at

6 his ability to contemplate in-depth twinning studies one

7 moment, the latest game theory puzzle the next. This is a

8 man who first used the chambers new internet connection in

9 1995 to read Pravda, had casually mastered Russian. But he

10 didn't stop there. Each of us can remember those moments

11 when we were introduced to yet another dimension to a

12 Williams pursuit that showed his remarkable, perhaps even

13 eccentric range. He once asked for help in formatting a

14 Microsoft Word chart having only recently and reluctantly

15 abandoned Word for DOS 3.0. The axis of the chart covered

16 the years 1907 to 1915 and its legend contained three items,

17 land consolidations, title conversions by whole village

18 under Article 1 of the 1910 Act and title conversions except

19 by whole village under the 1910 Act. It was for a book he

20 was writing that Judge Tatel already described. As far as I

21 can discern, it was about early 20th century land

22 consolidations. I think it is nonfiction.

23	 To convey the full flavor I must quote you some of

24 the text. The 1906 Ukaz and two followup statutes of 1910

25 and 1911 are known as the Stolypin Agrarian Reforms. The
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reforms have engendered endless if recondite controversy.

Indeed, people. hearing of a new work on the Stolypin

Agrarian Reforms are likely to divide into two groups, those

who ask the what reforms and those who ask what another

treatment of the Stolypin Reforms. I'm sorry, Judge

Williams, but I think there's a third group of people. We

outnumber the first two. We ask such things as who is

Stolypin? What is an Ukaz? What does recondite mean? The

book is now available on Amazon.com , though we checked right

before coming to the ceremony it is ranked 106,292, its

highest ranking thus far. I'm hoping that one tangible

sense of thanks we can give today is that we all go home

tonight after the dinner, we each buy a copy of the book and

before you know it, it will be mentioned on the Drudge

report.

Of course, the Judge's love of ideas also fuels

his eclectic appetite for cases. When a cart brimming over

with briefs and joint appendices is wheeled unsteadily into

the room, he brightens up where others would wilt. When I

was first hired in chambers, I was warned darkly and vaguely

that I must at all costs avoid being designated that year's

FERC clerk. To my relief, I found that the Judge makes oil

and gas law fun and he very generously shares the FERC cases

around all the clerks so that no one misses out on the

adventure. To watch the Judge dive in to see the successive
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bench memos that he writes to us as he discovers new layers

to the case, this is all part of a treasured apprenticeship

not merely on judging but on learning itself.

4
	

Second head note, down to earth. Judge Williams

loves his work, indeed was made for this work because of his

love of ideas. But, the pomp and circumstance of being a

7 judge carries little independent weight. He eschews inside

the beltway cliques and power lunches. Indeed, in the

9 1990's his favorite outside meal was around the corner at My

10 Brother's Place, a seedy dive frequented by dodgy characters

11 from the Department of Labor. I assume it has since gone

12 under since at the stroke of 12:30, the Judge usually simply

13 extracts a fresh apple and some grapes to eat at his desk.

14 Judge Williams' down to earthiness, or perhaps I should say

15 down-ness to earth, means clerk reunions in the backyard

16 amidst the Koi pond and the frolicking and sometimes

17 snarling Mr. Pickles and Ms. Ruby. It means homemade peanut

18 butter soup. It means his amazing back and forth with

19 Faith. It means a wellspring of common sense and unclouded

20 outlook on the life and values.

21
	

Third head note, joyfully incisive. This Judge

22 loves argument. Not arguing, but argument. Sometimes I

23 think he subscribes to Reason only because of its title. He

24 knows that de novo means de novo and Chevron means, well I

25 confess I still don't understand what Chevron means. But,

dje
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credit is given only to arguments that make sense, something

that every federal agency who has come before him has by now

discovered. This comes through in oral argument which he

clearly relishes. Being down to earth and modest does not

mean I'm just a country judge when he asks questions from

the bench. Rather, a gleam appears in his eyes, the

arguments are met and the joy of give and take diminishes

only in the presence of lawyers unfortunate enough to have

arrived unprepared or without a sufficient number of

marbles. The judge does not suffer fools gladly. His

incisive joy shines through in the Judge's opinions. They

are never longer than they need to be, they are clear and

the writing sparkles. In other words, they are neither

endless nor recondite. I actually looked up recondite in

Wikipedia. It means hidden by the abdomen. Who knew?

Writing for the court and MTDU of the United

States, the Judge took on the question of whether congress

could ban the acceptance of honorarium by some federal

employees for their writing or speaking. Judge Randolph's

concurrence to the holding of the first amendment blocked

such a ban drew from Boswell's life of Johnson, no man but a

blockhead ever wrote accepts for money. Judge Williams

shows us otherwise. He writes for the joy of it. The

precision, the depth and the wisdom called for by the solemn

responsibilities of judging, these are reasons to spring out
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1 of bed and get to work rather than burdens to be shouldered.

	

2	 An anthropologist summarized the findings of her

3 career, a lifetime of exploring what it takes to make

4 someone truly happy. They were simply. People to love and

5 be loved by, meaningful work, and the fulfillment of

6 exploring a few big ideas. The portrait that we hang today

7 honors a man who has shared all three with us and is a

8 delight to have this opportunity today to gather and share

9 even a fraction of it back. Thank you.

	

10	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Mr. Zittrain.

11 Our next speaker is Mr. Jonathan Nuechterlein, a partner at

	

12	 Wilmer, Cutler, Hale	 Dorr where he specializes in

13 appellate litigation and telecommunications. He was

14 previously Deputy General Counsel of the FCC and before that

15 assistant to the Solicitor General of the United States.

16 After being graduated from Yale Law School, he clerked first

17 for Judge Williams and then for Justice David Souder. He is

18 the co-author of Digital Crossroads, American

19 Telecommunications Policy in the Internet Age, I see a theme

20 emerging here, which will be appearing in a paperback

21 edition in March. Welcome Mr. Nuechterlein.

	

22	 MR. NUECHTERLEIN: Mr. Chief Justice, Chief Judge

23 Ginsburg, Judge and Faith Williams, distinguished guests and

24 may it please both courts. It is a privilege to be here

25 today to celebrate this moment with Judge and Faith
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1 Williams.

	

2	 Today's ceremony involves the unveiling of an

3 image, no doubt, a wonderful image of Judge Williams. Any

4 one image, however, comes with an inescapable limitation.

5 No matter how skillfully drawn, it captures the subject in

6 only a single setting. But, Judge Williams is a man of many

7 settings and many profiles. Let me offer three distinct

8 images to round out the fully three-dimensional impressions

9 we Williams clerks have of our boss. Judge Williams in

10 chambers, Judge Williams in the courtroom, Professor

11 Williams in the academy.

	

12	 Let's talk first with Judge Williams in chambers.

13 Imagine that you are walking into the Williams chambers on a

14 typical week day. Chances are the first sound you will hear

15 is laughter, not just any laughter but the inimitable high-

16 pitched chuckling of Steve Williams, a man who delights in

17 modern public policy and its many ironies. As you swing

18 down the corner you see the Judge in his beige jacket and,

19 all too familiar, Madras tie standing at the threshold of

20 the clerk's wing of his chambers laughing his way through a

21 spirited conversation about that month's cases and anything

22 else of interest. Then you notice that the clerks are

23 laughing too, sometimes uncontrollably. The image is

24 indelible. This is a man who loves his job and that love is

25 contagious.

23
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24

Now, let's shift our focus to Judge Williams in

the courtroom. Here the image that sticks in my mind is the

famous furrowed brow. When the Judge hears an argument that

doesn't quite make sense he responds not with a poker face

or with an expression of almost visceral distaste as though

someone had introduced a foul smell into the courtroom. The

good news for the advocate is that the brow can be

unfurrowed if the advocate fixes the illogic. The bad news

is that the furrowed brow will remain and will take verbal

form in a written opinion three months later, if the illogic

cannot be fixed. The furrowed brow of Judge Williams can be

particularly fearsome to government lawyers who must defend

regulatory orders that don't quite make the grade, and the

Judge can be a tough crater.

remember talking to him in 1988 as he read with

exasperation through an agency's order. Confronted with a

difficult policy choice, the agency had dutifully tallied up

all the arguments for outcome Y and then tallied up all the

arguments for outcome Z, and then in a single conclusory

paragraph announced that it was picking outcome Y because

the arguments for that outcome just seemed somehow more

persuasive. This, as the Judge explained to me, was the

equivalent of a C-minus exam written by a law student who

was just going through the motions. And, the public, the

Judge added, was entitled to better than a C-minus effort.
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1 As he would many times through his years on the bench, the

2 Judge told the agency to try again and come back with a

3 genuine rationale for imposing its policy choice on the

4 public.

If the basic calling of a D.C. circuit judge is to

keep the government honest, the Judge has answered that call

year after year with singular devotion. And, he has kept

the government honest not just in his review of agency

orders, but in his scrutiny of any other exercise of federal

power. I vividly remember one case we worked on together,

United States v. Powell, decided in 1991. The main question

in that case was whether a drug runner who offered to

introduce an undercover agent to a drug dealer in a room

downstairs knew that the drug dealer would be holding a gun.

If yes, then five extra years for the drug runner. There is

no actual evidence though that the drug runner knew about

the drug dealer's gun. And, the government thus tried to

infer such knowledge from a supposedly longstanding

relationship between the runner and the dealer. But, as

evidence for such a relationship, the government observed

only that when talking to the undercover agent the runner

had referred to the dealer as "my man downstairs." This,

too, was sloppy logic from the government and the Judge

would have none of it. With the same self-assurance he

displays when challenging the economic basis of FERC's
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1 natural gas policies, the Judge reversed the handgun

2 conviction for insufficient evidence with a single,

3 unforgettable line, and I'm quoting here "the term my man is

4 quite consistent with even the early stages of a giver

5 runner relationship." I'm sorry to report that the hapless

6 law clerk could find no fight for that proposition.

7	 My final image is of Professor Williams in the

8 academy. I met Steve Williams nearly 20 years ago in 1988

9 when he was still a fairly junior judge on this court and I

10 was a first year law student looking for an interesting

11 summer job, and he gave me such a job. At the time the

12 Judge maintained a summer office in the University of

13 Colorado Law School where he used to teach. For me, these

14 were idyllic days. I would help him finish up the year's

15 opinions by day. I would ride up the Boulder foothills in

16 the early evening on my bike and then often joined the Judge

17 and his family for dinner by night. What struck me as I got

18 to know him was his continued attachment to the teaching

19 life. There are few judges who have kept up so diligently

20 with legal and economic scholarship and few who contribute

21 so much to that scholarship in return. And here, I'm

22 talking not just about the Judge's own impressive output of

23 law review articles since he took the bench nor even his

24 brand new book about economic reforms in pre-Soviet Russia,

25 but his remarkable enthusiasm for helping others with their
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1 own academic projects. I am one of many beneficiaries of

2 his intellectual generosity.

3	 When my friend Phil Wiser and I decided to write a

4 book a couple years ago about telecommunications policy, we

5 sent a draft of the first chapter to the Judge and he

6 quickly responded with a series of incisive suggestions

7 helping us identify, for example, a subtle but deep

connection between scale economies and network effects. I

once asked one of the Judge's other clerks, someone who

clerked for him just before I did, whether the Judge ever

regretted his decision to leave the academy behind given his

academic disposition. The other clerk responded that, in

fact, the Judge had never really left the academy behind and

thus had the best of all worlds.

The clerk added that for the Judge, perhaps the

best part of his job was the opportunity to give a small

legal seminar each year with a new group of clerks and to

make these clerks his prize students and once they graduated

at the end of the term, his lifelong friends. And, that to

us clerks is the happiest dividend of a Williams clerkship.

To take a Williams clerkship is to win a friend and

intellectual mentor for life. And, I speak for several

dozen of us here today in expressing my abundant gratitude

for that opportunity. Thank you.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Mr.

27
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1 Nuechterlein. We'll now hear from Professor Elizabeth

2 Garrett. After clerking for Judge Williams, she clerked for

3 Justice Marshall and taught at the University of Chicago Law

4 School. But, she is now vice president for academic

5 planning and budget at the University of Southern California

6 and the Sydney M. Fermus professor of public interest law,

7 legal ethics, political science and policy planning and

8 development. She's also the director of the USC Cal-Tech

9 Center for the Study of Law and Politics and vice chairman

10 of the national governing board of common cause. President

11 George W. Bush appointed her to the bipartisan tax reform

12 panel that released its final report in November of 2005.

13 Welcome back, Beth.

14	 MS. GARRETT: Chief Justice Roberts, Justices of

15 the Supreme Court, Chief Judge Ginsburg, Judges, Judge

16 Williams, my fellow co-clerks and special guests. When

17 judges hire clerks they make a leap of faith on the basis of

18 a few grades, a writing sample, a brief interview and some

19 recommendations, hopefully written by professors who will

20 suffer reputation sanctions for lying. Judges take two or

21 three eager young people who will be their close assistants

22 for the next 12 months. The perspective clerks on the other

23 hand can gather a great deal of information about judges

24 from former clerks and law firms and law schools. Aaron

25 Enright, Michael Fulkin and I, however, were precisely in
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1 the same position as Judge Williams as we all decided how to

2 spend our year that began in the late summer of 1988. We

3 were the first three clerks that Judge Williams selected for

4 himself before he established a reputation that now makes

5 him one of the handful of Court of Appeals judges that top

6 students hope to hear from during those crazy few days of

7 clerkship selection.

8	 A leap of faith, well from my perspective it was

9 really just a hop of faith. After my interview with the

10 Judge, I was convinced that working in his chambers would be

11 the best sort of post law school experience I could hope

12 for. No one had read my law school note as carefully as he

13 did. Maybe no one had read my law school note other than he

14 on a modified system to deal with failing banks and

15 certainly no one engaged with it as Judge Williams did. I

16 learned after a few weeks working with him that I had

17 essentially written a law school note for Judge Williams. A

18 close study of arcane area of administrative law, a reform

19 that relied on mechanisms of market discipline to better

20 regulate risks and a long economics take on the subject.

21 Another good sign in my view as I had that interview,

22 could easily see the Judge's good humor in his twinkling

23 eyes and sharp and frequent bark of a laugh.

24	 I reread the cases I worked on for the Judge as I

25 prepared these remarks and I notice that many reflected the
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1 personal and judicial qualities that we all came to value

2 during our time in Judge Williams chambers. With clear

3 characteristic and one that perhaps some of us never really

4 came to value as highly as the other ones is as has been

5 mentioned, his extraordinary love of cases dealing with the

6 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. I worked on three

7 FERC cases and I just learned from Judge Tatel that's only a

8 small and insignificant number of the hundreds of FERC

opinions that have emanated from his chambers. I learned

about rulemaking, sea whip construction, work in progress

aspects for those of you who have forgotten, the stretch out

effect and a wild baretta return. I realized as I reread

these cases that I had eliminated all vestiges of them from

my memory. With the only remaining effect a sort of sinking

feeling when I hear the word FERC, something I actually

don't hear very much except at clerkship reunions and then

in the last 45 minutes or so.

Other characteristics of his opinions represent

lessons I've tried to follow in subsequent clerkships, my

work on the hill and as an academic. First, Judge Williams

is a wonderful writer. His style is clear and

straightforward. Sea whip and FERC aside, any intelligent

person whether trained or not in the law can read a Judge

Williams opinion and understand the point he's making.

Perhaps as we've heard today it helps to have access to the

30
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1 internet, Google and Wikipedia, but generally speaking you

2 can figure out what Judge Williams is saying simply by

3 reading the opinion. And, because of that, his cases are

4 among my favorite to teach because of their style,

5 organization and clarity of thought and expression.

6	 Judge Williams opinion in Public Citizen v. Young

7 provides a foundation for the best kind of classroom

8 interaction. He systematically and clearly applies the

9 tools of statutory construction to the Delaney Clause. He

10 not so subtly signals his view that the right interpretation

11 of the of the absolute language which did not give him any

12 room to interpret to avoid absurdity was questionable,

13 absurd regulatory policy. Together with other forces this

14 opinion helped prompt congressional revision of the statute.

15 Judge Williams is one of the few judges whose opinions I

16 read. He truly does provide room for the democratic

17 branches to set the major policies for the country.

18	 Another quality of the opinions is they reflect an

19 awareness of the real world. They don't have that detached

20 tone of an academic that one might have expected from Judge

21 Williams' background. One opinion from the year I worked

22 with him really stands out and it's not one that you hear a

23 lot about because it's just a contract dispute. But in

24 Hershel v. Gibralter Building and Loan Association, Judge

25 Williams took issue with the majority's opinion which
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1 enforced broadly written releases because of its very

2 swooping language, refusing to take any extrinsic evidence

3 into consideration. His aschemics all the usual arguments

4 you would expect with the typical Latin terms and used in

5 generous and the like, but then in the very last paragraph

6 he really speaks to what effect this has on the behavior of

7 people and judges. Where plausible, the draconian decision

8 such as the present one chasing lawyers, induce better

9 drafting, eliminate ambiguity or spare courts from the need

10 from seeking out parties intent the decision would not be so

11 unfortunate. But I see no reason to expect such beneficent

12 results, complex special arrangements will continue not to

13 yield to lawyers phrasing, focus on immediate problems or

14 cause parties to ignore the potential sweep of generalities

15 and parties with much at stake will try to persuade courts

16 to look at the surrounding circumstances to justify

17 different meaning. These are not the rules of just an

18 academic. These are the rules of someone very concerned

19 with the effect of the law on ordinary people.

20	 Finally, Judge Williams is very understated in a

21 straightforward way. In one of the most emotional of our

22 cases by coming out of the courthouse, Airline Pilots 

23 Association v. Eastern Airlines, his reactions to claims of

24 general anti-union animus reflects his common sense

25 approach. He quoted extensively from the union literature
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1 that were full of words like brutal, unscrupulous,

2 oppressive. Judge Williams' understated conclusion, it

3 seems fair to say that tact and courtesy were not the

4 hallmarks of discourse between Eastern and its unions.

5	 Its little wonder that when I counsel students

6 who are looking for a clerkship that I find I describe my

7 year with Judge Williams. His intelligence, curiosity, good

8 humor, and kindness make him a great mentor. His utter lack

9 of pretension, his wit and kindness, his willing to engage

10 with us intellectually urging us to defend our arguments

11 from his tenacious attack, pressing us to find weaknesses in

12 his readings as he works to craft opinions. Through that he

13 has provided us a model to follow in leadership roles in law

14 firms, businesses or law schools. Thanks very much, Judge

15 Williams.

16	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Professor

17 Garrett. And now, let's welcome D. Cameron Findlay for the

18 presentation of the portrait. Mr. Findlay is executive vice

19 president and general counsel of Aon Corporation and before

20 joining Aon, Mr. Findlay served in the current

21 administration as the Deputy Secretary of the Department of

22 Labor, as a member of the board of directors of the overseas

23 private investment corporation and on the congressional

24 executive commission on China. Before his service at the

25 Department of Labor, Mr. Findlay was a partner at Sidley and
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1 Austin. He also served in the administration of President

2 George H. Bush as Deputy Assistant to the President and

3 counselor to the Chief of Staff. And, at the Department of

4 Transportation as counselor to the Secretary of

5 Transportation. Upon being graduated from law school, Mr.

6 Findlay served as clerk for Judge Williams and then for our

7 friend Mino Scalia. Mr. Findlay.

8	 MR. FINDLAY: Chief Justice Roberts, Chief Judge

9 Ginsburg, Faith, other members of the Williams family writ

10 large, and distinguished guests. May it please the Court,

11 you've already heard from Judge Silberman, Judge Tatel and

12 three other distinguished clerks about Judge Williams. So,

13 it will be very difficult at this point for me to add much

14 to the verbal portrait that they painted of him.

15 particularly am ill-equipped to talk about his jurisprudence

16 because unlike all the previous speakers, I'm neither a law

17 professor nor a judge nor really, anymore, a lawyer.

18 Indeed, I'm happy to say that many years ago I banished from

19 my mind the last remaining bit of administrative law. I

20 can't help but remember in this regard the comment

21 attributed to Judge Bork that a defendant of the D.C.

22 Circuit is like a life sentence to the law review.

23	 Because others have discussed Judge Williams

24 jurisprudence much better than I can, I'd like to speak

25 instead about the Judge's role as a friend and a mentor to a
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1 generation of his law clerks. I used to always advise the

2 law students who asked me that the Williams clerkship is the

3 very best one on the D.C. Circuit. And, with apologies to

4 all the other D.C. Circuit judges and former D.C. Circuit

5 judges who are here let me give you three reasons why.

6	 First, as has been remarked, Judge Williams is a

7 person of informality, grace, good humor and humility. He

rides the Metro to the office. He carries his own lunch to

9 work in a little brown paper bag. I seem to recall that it

10 was always a single apple and a cup of yogurt. And, he

11 loves to engage his clerks in open and vigorous back and

12 forth discussions over beer at no venture restaurants such

13 as My Brother's Place which was mentioned before. Perhaps

14 there is no better way to illustrate Judge Williams' style

15 than to describe a visit by a young law clerk to the

16 Williams home, a not infrequent occurrence since the Judge

17 and Faith often open up their doors to clerks.

18	 The young clerk would get off the Metro and walk

19 down McKinley Street, N.W., which for those who have not

20 been there, is a beautiful avenue lined by tall oak trees

21 and stately homes. As the clerk rang the doorbell he or she

22 might have expected from the impressive surroundings to be

23 greeted at the door by a butler or at least by an

24 appropriately dressed federal judge. Instead, they would

25 greet a visitor at the Williams home, would be a menagerie
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of unrestrained cats and dogs, boisterous young Williams

children and Judge Williams himself usually wearing torn and

dirty jeans and a flannel shirt. The interior of the

Williams home would unmistakably remind the visiting clerk

that Judge Williams had once been a college professor. The

rooms were piled high with stacks of newspapers and books,

eclectic pieces of artwork are scattered about and most

memorable for me at least, in the dining room were enormous

9 ten-gallon plastic tubs of Muesli. That's right, Judge

10 Williams' secret which was unknown to the Reagan

11 administration when they appointed him is that he is a

12 granola eater. Once the clerk would get past this

13 extraordinary scene and head out back to the yard, the Judge

14 would be engaging his clerks in wide-ranging specials in the

15 cases we were working on, the top political stories in the

16 Post or the glories of Colorado. Often the discussions

17 would be punctuated by his easy, hearty laugh because as has

18 been mentioned the Judge finds humor in virtually any topic.

19
	

In this easygoing grace and humility carried over

20 to all aspects of his work. He always approached litigants

21 appearing before him with graciousness and respect, even if

22 he asked very difficult questions. When he came to edit his

23 clerk's drafts, he always improved them without making us

24 feel as if our writing is less than adequate, which it

25 certainly was at times. I remember in this regard a case
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1 called Horizon v. Department of Transportation. where

2 Horizon Airline is a carrier who had petitioned for a review

at the Department of Transportation decision which had

4 awarded a route to another carrier in the days when there

were such route awards. In my draft rejecting Horizon's

challenge, I had concluded the draft opinion with what

7 thought was a great final sentence, "Horizon Airlines may

8 have wings but it does not have a prayer." Those who have

9 read Judge Williams writings would not be surprised to learn

10 that that sentence did not survive the editing process, but

11 Judge Williams did do it without making me feel like the

12 fool that I most certainly was.

13
	

The second thing to know about Judge Williams is

14 that he is a true intellectual with an incisive and curious

15 mind. He's a brilliant writer who does most of his own

16 work. And, indeed, he's just a book as has been mentioned

17 on a fairly obscure aspect of pre-Bolshevik Russia. As has

18 been previously noted, he was in his previous life a law

19 professor at the University of Colorado and that background

20 certainly carried over to his time on the bench. He loves

21 getting into the guts of cases. He asks great questions and

22 he takes extraordinary interest in some of the most, how

23 shall I put it, obscure aspects of the law.

24
	

Let us consider one last time, petitioner's full

25 view of decisions in the. Federal Energy Regulatory
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1 Commission. As has been said, most judges and no sane law

clerks steer as far as possible from FERC decisions. Not

3 Judge Williams. My co-clerk reminded me recently of the day

when we clerks eagerly awaited Judge Williams return from a

conference that included three cases. One, a famous

constitutional challenge of the independent counsel, Ron

Morrison v. Urson. Two, an exciting First Amendment

challenge of rules preventing homeless people from

protesting on the mall, which is called Center for Creative 

Non-Violence v. Reed. And three, a routine appeal from a

FERC order. Clerks awaited his return from conference with

bated breath. Upon his return from the conference, Judge

Williams with a smile enthusiastically told us that he had

snagged just the case he wanted, the FERC opinion. It's

been mentioned that our words would be memorialized in F.3d,

so let it be recorded one more time, the Judge loves FERC

cases.

I said earlier that the Judge is a great writer

and he's a great writer not just in the sense that he writes

clear, well thought out opinions, but in the sense that he

can really turn a phrase. His opinions are memorably his

own. In one case on which I worked, a challenge to

legislation that verbatim a one person in the world, Rupert

Murdoch as it turned out, to own both the television station

and the newspaper in the same city, Judge Williams in his
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1 opinion said that the law focused on Mr. Murdoch "with the

2 intensity of a laser beam." And, Judge Williams' opinion

3 validated such a narrowly focused law under the First and

4 Fourteenth Amendments. It was such a memorable phrase that

5 the Washington Post picked it up in the headline of its

6 editorial the next day which lauded the decision.

	

7	 I remember another opinion where Judge Williams

8 said that using legislative history to interpret legislation

9 is like going to a large cocktail party. You scan the room

10 to identify your friends. His writing was and is clear,

11 vibrant, and fun to read, which brings me to my third and

12 final point.

	

13	 That Judge Stephen Williams is a person not just

14 of tremendous intellect but also great principle. His first

15 and most fundamental principle is simple, to apply the law

16 fairly and objectively of the merits of a case before him,

17 recognizing the properly limited role of courts in our

18 constitutional system. Sometimes newspapers have sloppily

19 used the shorthand label that Judge Williams is a "Reagan

20 appointee" or "a conservative." But, the Judge never sets

21 out to achieve conservative political results in the cases

22 before him. Whether in criminal POs or administrative

23 challenges or commercial cases, Judge Williams always seeks

24 to call them as he sees them regardless of the identity of

25 the litigant, the author of the decision below or the result
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1 in a particular case. Judge Williams cares most about

2 getting it right and that's exactly what a judge is supposed

3 to do. So, I am delighted to present on behalf of all of

4 Judge Williams clerks the portrait of The Honorable

5 Stephen F. Williams, Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for

6 the District of Columbia Circuit.

	

7	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Mr. Findlay.

8 Judge Williams, I understand, you've reserved some time for

9 rebuttal.

	

10	 JUDGE WILLIAMS: Chief Justice Roberts, Chief

11 Judge Ginsburg, my colleagues of the D.C. Circuit, Justices

12 of the Supreme Court, honored guests. I've been reading

13 actually recently about William Tyndall who, of a recondite

14 reference, who did a 16th century translation of the Bible

15 which actually was mainly stolen by the King James version,

16 better well-known version. As a reward for his ethics, he

17 was hanged and then roasted at the stake. Here we reversed

18 it I'm roasted and then I will be hanged.

	

19	 There are three people I want to mention who would

20 be here if they were alive. The first are my parents.

21 can say without hesitation that they would have enjoyed

22 this. I try to think if there was any part of it they would

23 have believed. I'm not all sure. I think selected parts

24 they might have. The third person is my brother-in-law,

25 Steven Morrow. Many of you were on-hand 20 years ago at my
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1 investiture and remember how he kept us all laughing on that

2 occasion. He died suddenly only four months later. But,

3 his widow I know is here and his son was to be here, but

4 don't see him. They weren't sitting the prescribed places.

5 Anyway, they have come all the way from Colorado and

6 Pittsburgh and they know how much I valued his intelligence,

7 his wit and his friendship.

	

8	 In the program as you'll see this portion appears

9 as an expression of gratitude. I chose that label from the

10 program that Judge Edwards had revised for his portrait

11 presentation. Scholars of the court archives will note that

12 for Judge Silberman's presentation the label for this

13 portion was response. Why, you ask, would Judge Silberman

14 want time for a response? Well, you'll notice then if you

15 look at the program that one of the speakers was Justice

16 Scalia, so it is obvious why he would --

	

17	 People may wonder slightly, probably not after

18 everything that's been said, about the cartoon on the back.

19 The ant is obviously me. Now, the rock being carried uphill

20 is some sort of an opinion and particularly sounds from what

21 people have said that it must be a FERC opinion, but

22 possibly not. Anyway, I'm very thankful to live in a world

23 where there is a huge variety of tastes even including a

24 taste for writing FERC opinions as strange as it may seem.

25 And also, to the country where, to a significant extent,
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1 people are able to match their talents and interests with

2 real work or what seems to others to be real work.

	

3	 Being subject of a portrait is a great honor.

4 People ask me is not the sitting pretty awful? You've got

5 to sit there for an hour without moving. Not so

6 theoretically. With Peter, you're allowed to. You're

7 supposed to sit in the chair most of the time, but you're

8 allowed to gesticulate. You're allowed to chat with Peter,

9 talking about life, the world, our families. You get to

10 know a very nice and very astute person. And so, the story

11 of typical tortures of being the subject of a portrait are

12 not present when Peter Egeli does it. Faith's and my visits

13 to Drayden, Maryland, the site of his and Stu's house, was

14 just a delight.

	

15	 I want to express my thanks for having spent 20

16 years working with my current colleagues and their

17 predecessors. I think Cam used the phrase, getting it

18 right. I think of all them are completely dedicated to

19 getting it right. If they have different ideas about how to

20 get it right, that is inevitable. But it has been a great

21 satisfaction.

	

22	 Most of all this is the time to express my

23 gratitude to the clerks who are scattered all over the room.

24 Between the time when it occurred to me that I might become

25 a judge and when my nomination was confirmed by the Supreme
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1 Court, I have to admit that I spent almost no time thinking

2 about the clerks. I had no idea that was really part of the

3 job description. But, my attention was called to them

4 initially when in the period between nomination and

5 confirmation I got these applications from terribly

6 distinguished people seeking to be my clerk. I didn't

7 really look at them very much because I thought that I would

8 be struck down for hubris if I did. But, I did notice that

9 they were very talented people and one of them ultimately

10 became a clerk and is in this room I can say.

11	 The clerks obviously turned out to be a great part

12 of the job satisfaction. They were erudite, fun and

13 possessors of extraordinarily wide-ranging skills. One

14 evening, which I think is the epitome of their range of

15 skills and I don't see him. He is supposed to be here.

16 Mike Tubock and a Judge Ginsburg clerk gave a concert for

17 our clerks, our families, Mike playing piano. Just a

18 beautiful evening and talents like that you don't find

19 easily.

20	 There's also the story which is probably

21 hypothecal of one chess playing clerk turning to another at

22 the annual reunion and saying when did you first become a

23 chess grand master? An alternative version is when did you

24 first play with a chess grand master? As I say, these are

25 probably hypothecal, but they do suggest the range of
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1 talents and they help you understand why in my family the

2 clerks generally became known as the siblings from hell.

3 They are, of course, part of my family and, indeed my family

4 eight or nine hours a day. Mary, my secretary for 20 years

5 has always been ready to pitch in on anything. And, Wendy

6 who was with me until the verge of my taking senior status.

	

7	 When I spoke at my investiture 20 years ago, I

8 closed by noting that there were too many people to thank

9 individually, but I would single out one, my wife. I do so

10 again. Some of you may recall that at Larry's portrait

11 presentation he said that he knew the day he met Ricky that

12 he would marry her because he had imagined the perfect wife

13 for him. And, when he saw Ricky, it was instantly clear

14 that she exactly matched his imagination. My situation is

15 quite different. I could never have imagined Faith. So,

16 for over 40 years she has been making up for gaps of my

17 imagination, keeping me laughing, nurturing our five

18 wonderful children, and for the last 10 years appreciating

19 my rather simple cooking.

	

20	 I now return to the main event, the actual

21 unveiling.

	

22	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Judge Williams,

23 for your reflections and for 20 distinguished years of

24 service on the Court and the friendship. At this time I ask

25 the Judge's children, Susan, Jeffrey, Sarah and Nicholas and
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the portrait artist, Peter Egeli, to come forward and unveil

the portrait.

On behalf of the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit, I thank all of Judge

Williams' clerks for this gift, this magnificent portrait

which we gratefully accept and which will hold a place of

prominence in our courtroom for the years to come. I'd also

like to express our gratitude to the Historical Society of

the District of Columbia Circuit for assisting the clerks

with the financial planning aspects of this portrait

process.

The Court will soon recess and the members of the

Court will come down from the bench to view the portrait

more closely. And, once the Court has had an opportunity to

greet Judge Williams and his family and to offer our

congratulations, you're all welcome to come forward and view

the portrait as well. A reception will be held immediately

following the ceremony. It will be in the atrium of the

annex. Please do join Judge Williams and his family and the

Court there. Take the elevators down and staff will direct

you to the appropriate place.

On behalf of the Court, I thank you all for

joining us this afternoon. Thank you very much and the

Court is adjourned.

CLERK: Stand please. This honorable Court now
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stands adjourned.

(Whereupon, the proceedings concluded at 5:20
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